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I want to pick up some nails, click pick up some nails, pick up. Some magic is required when doing this. On the

drive home, I reflected on how I've come to be the person I am.Q: Fastest way to Find a string in a word
document? I am looking for the best method to find a string in a document in VB.net. The document can contain a

lot of pages and the string could be anywhere on the document. I have tried following the recommendations for
Grep() function in vb.net. I can think of two ways to do it. If I can get the index of where the string occurs in the
document, then I can use the Replace function. This does not help with the issue that I am trying to find, where in

the document is the string? If I could get the index of the first occurrence of the string, I could just find all
occurrences until I find the first occurrence of the string, and then just get the index of that. My question is, is

there a faster method to do this, maybe one that takes into account the document text? A: Using strings.IndexOf
should be significantly faster than scanning all the text of the document looking for your substring. If you do need
to scan the entire document to find the first occurrence of your string, then you can easily use a Regex or regular
expression to find it. If you can match a substring to your document, and know the expected start position, then
you can use the Regex.Match method to find the first match. EDIT: I've started a topic on my blog, VB.Net -
Matching a string to a string, that shows a simple example of how you can create a regular expression that will
match the entire text of a document to your "String to search for" and find the first occurrence of the match in

your document. Compliance with protective eye wear in the US-Mexico border area. To determine if compliance
with protective eye wear is sufficient to protect against ocular injuries in the US-Mexico border region.

Prospective case series. A study of a convenience sample of patients seen at an eye clinic on both sides of the US-
Mexico border at the same time over a 13-month period. There were 49 patients (48 cases) in the US, and 796
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